Abstract. As a new network security technology of active defense，The honeypot technology has become a very effective and practical method of decoy attackers. The thesis discusses the theory, structure, characteristic, design and implementation of Honeypot in detail. Aiming at the development of means of attack, put forward a kind of network defense technology based on honeypot technology, constructing a virtual Honeypot demonstrate the honeypot's functions.
Introduction of honeypot technology

The basic concept of honeypots
Famous network security expert honeypot project team founder LaneeSPitzner, has made the following definition of honeypot: honeypot is a kind of information system resources, its value is reflected in the detection, attack or attack. From here we can know that it does not provide any useful information, cannot store any data, it is only used to lure the network attack, and to monitor, detect and analyze these attacks. This means that it will not directly improve the security of computer networks, but it is the other security policy irreplaceable an active defense technology.
Honeypot risks and disadvantages
Honeypots are a powerful tool through which you can collect various threat information. While getting this information, you must allow an attacker and malicious code to access your honeypot. The price you pay for is the risk of being broken. You have to determine which risks are important to you, once the break is likely to become a hacker to attack a third party springboard. In addition, existing rules honeypot systems are basically using rules written manually after being added to the rule base, and this anti-virus software, you need to be upgraded regularly updated, which greatly limits the use honeypot system Value, it is unknown intrusion attacks can't do anything.
The core technology of honeypots
Honeypot as a member of an intrusion detection system, in the entire defense system is mainly used in the network spoofing technology, based on the data to capture information, and control intruder access and other technologies. Several key technologies of honeypots: data control, data collection, data analysis.
Internet spoofing technology
Honeypot we can also call it a decoy attack system. Only the intruder to attack it, in order to reflect its value lies. The main role of network spoofing technology is to detect the intruder's offensive means, to obtain their offensive purposes, cost the intruder a lot of time and resources to protect the real network. Now honeypot technologies include several such deception: ip address spoofing, the simulation system vulnerabilities luring attacks, network traffic simulation, dynamic port configuration of the system and so on.
Data analysis
Data analysis is the main function of the honeypot system, the ultimate goal of our establishment of the honeypot system is to analyze the data. The analysis of the honeypot system logarithmic analysis is mainly about the characteristics of the attack behavior, which is also a difficult problem of the honeypot system, because the honeypot collects a lot of information, and there is no necessary connection between the information, if you want to better analyze the information, we need to establish a data analysis module to analyze the information, so the behavior of the attacker establish a data analysis model.
Data collection
Data collection refers to the honeypot to monitor all activities to record, is the honeypot design of the core module. It is a challenge for us to collect as much threat as possible throughout the intrusion detection process. The more information we capture, the better we can analyze these attacks, analyze the attacker's motivation, strategy, and the tool.
Data control
Data control can curb network intrusion, which can mitigate the potential of attackers to exploit honeypots to attack or harm non-honeypot systems. We have to make every effort to ensure that once the attacker has entered our honeypot system, reduce the harm to the non-honeypot system. We can only minimize the risk, different data control techniques and methods have different degrees of risk, but can't completely eliminate the risk.
The design of the defense system
The original intrusion prevention systems generally cannot detect unknown attacks, which there is a certain danger, we use honeypot technology in intrusion detection systems to reduce the incidence of such things. As long as the intruder visits the honeypot, we can record some of the information it visits, honeypots can also interact with intruders, data analysis module analysis of these logs, you can predict the purpose of intruders, attack methods, the use of attack tools, this can make up for the lack of traditional intrusion prevention system, to the real system to provide a more secure guarantee, timely make up for system vulnerabilities.
System design ideas
This new intrusion prevention system is based on honeypot technology to achieve. When it detects intrusion, it matches the intrusion rules in the intrusion detection rule base, if it is a new intrusion, it will call the data analysis module to analyze these intrusion behavior, generate new intrusion detection rules, and update the intrusion rule base, this will improve the defense capability of the intrusion prevention system, thus enhancing the security of the network system.
System module design
The intrusion prevention system designed in this paper is mainly composed of five modules, the central control module, the intrusion detection module, data entry module, a data analysis module, spoofing module. The central control module is implemented by the console, the data analysis module is implemented by the data analysis center, the spoofing module and the data entry module are implemented by the honeypot, the intrusion detection module is mainly for the detection of abnormal information.
When the intruder is looking for a vulnerable host to attack, it will find the honeypot system in the defense system. This time the honeypot system, once found to be monitored, will use its own spoofing system to generate interactive data traffic with the outside world, forging some outbound traffic, so that the intruder believes it is a real network where they are interested information lures them to attack the honeypot system. Intruder will use various means to immediately carry out their attacks on the honeypot system, get useful information, carry out sabotage activities, at the same time the honeypot system will try to interact with its implementation in order to delay the attack time of the intruder, so that the data record module can leave ample time to record the attack information, and pass these information as quickly as possible to the data analysis module and the database stored to prevent the intruder to access the information to modify or delete operations. At the same time intrusion detection module will respond to this, to find the best way to deal with intruders. Any intruder's operation on the honeypot system will be captured by the intrusion detection system, and then the intrusion detection system will send these early warning information to the central control module, the central control module monitor the intruder, this is to avoid the honeypot system once broken, to protect the entire system of other host security, according to information recorded by the honeypot system, at the same time it will give instructions to the data analysis module, let him analyze the data recorded in the honeypot log, analyze it to extract useful rules, stored in the regular database for future intrusion detection system defense intruders attack again.
Analog Test System
Here we use some intrusion attacks to test the honeypot system and analyze the data recorded by the honeypot to discover the true intentions of the intruder and generate new rules for storage into the intrusion detection database.
Overflow attack test
We use a hacker tool to simulate the test, with iis idq overflow program to test. 
Denial of Service Attack
Here we are on the system TCP / IP attacks, UDP attacks, ICMP attacks and IGMP attack test, using a puppet zombie attack set.
Here to TCP / IP attack, for example, the attack address is set to 10.1.4.57, the port is 80, the attack mode is set to "random forged source information mode", the attack thread number is set to 40, the forgery source address is 192.168.0.1 to 192.168.0.255, the forgery source port is 80. 
Summary and outlook
My research work on the honeypots is just the beginning, the honeypot related to all aspects of network technology and technology also need to further study and conduct a detailed study, so as to better improve the honeypot system. For example, the data collection technology to further study, because the honeypot is through the collection of relevant activities to master their traces, rules of activities, improve the efficiency of data analysis, and thus better for network defense services. How to better protect the honeypot system log not to be destroyed by the intruder, which is a focus should be the content of the study. With the development of technology, the emergence of virtual honeynet technology, but also for the honeypot technology research provides technical support.
